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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CIVIL PARTNERSHIP (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM ARCHANA GOYAL 

CP will become more important with online dating and relationships the way now. A 
lot of people are insecure to commit and actually marry and cohabit. Separated 
couples are not divorcing or takes long due to cost, child custody/safety or just it is 
too much mental stress to deal with. We need to redefine the legality and 
responsibity in commitment in relationships. Relationship legality is primarily around 
the following: 
 

1. Children custody, access, safety, child maintenance - men can face problems in  
access and women can face financial and housing issues where men don't pay 
up. 

2. Medical - access to medical, next of kin, medical permission 
3. Finances - who has access to what, next of kin for will or inheritance purposes, 

household income which affects benefits, bill payments 
4. Residence - who lives where, access, ownership 

 

Marriage or civil partnership there are more divorces, breakups and indefility, 
polyamory is becoming the way. Whatever the relationship, it is the breakup and the 
above 4 points which cause most agony and contention. Either relationship is a 
commitment. It is crucial that apart from signature and till death do us apart, which 
may not hold true for most now, each commitment needs to have inbuilt signatures 
for above 4 in the event of breakup. Like a prenupital but basic and built into every 
legal/religious ceremony for any couples who marry or cohabit for more than a year, 
in the event of sex resulting in kids it applies irrespectively. 
 

1.  Children - both biological parents are responsible for child, no one absconds, 
partner earning more pays or costs are divided equally. Main parent where child 
stays gets a percentage more support. 

2.  Medical - next of kin yes/no, permission to sign in emergency yes/no 
3. Finances - share of house/inheritance/business/running costs - yes/no/%, 
4. Residence - the parent with children should be in the house for mental wellbeing 

of both child and single parent. 
 

Let's change how relationships are committed to in Scotland. This need not be costly 
affair, an a4 paper with basic considerations. Any future changes can be a set fees. 
If these basic things are set out in beginning there will be more onus, responsibility, 
awareness of what is entailed in a commitment. There will hopefully be less stress 
when people breakup. Before giving pregnancy classes let us give lessons on what a 
commitment is all about in the real world, not hollywood or bollywood or novels. 
 
The above will set a path for any relationship CP or marriage. There will be less 
burden on social services, housing, nhs mental health all problems escalated due to 
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relationship breakdown. Support is still needed but more clarity for those who commit 
and those who have kids. 
 


